
Organic Balloon
Decor
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Standard organic color choices
All colors subject to distributor availability

Additional colors may be available for accents & add-ons
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with extras

Organic Decor



Organic Garland Pricing

Grab & Go Garlands
Starts at $100.00 per nugget (up to 2 nuggets)

Pickup from our home-studio in Beloit, WI
 

Benefits: 
No delivery fee, no installation fee.

Can set up and use garland as many times as you want.

Garlands & Frames
Starts at $125.00 per nugget with frame rental (starting at $50)

Additional Installation/Travel fees apply
 

Benefits:
More complete look, multiple frame options.

No stress installation - let us do the work!



1. Choose one or two garlands
Garlands are about 6 feet long each. Two is the most that will fit in the average

SUV.

2. Select your colors
Select up to 4 colors from our color chart.

3. Schedule your pickup
Let us know what day & time you'd like to pick your garland up.  

We suggest a Thursday or Friday pickup for weekend events.

Garlands must be paid for in advance. No walk-in orders.

4. Pickup and Install!
 You will receive hooks, ties and directions when you pick up! Your garland will

last all weekend!

How to order Grab & Go Garlands



1. Choose your stand option. 
We have circles, squares, triangles, hexagons, and other various shapes.

 
2. Choose one, two, or three garlands

Or one of our pre-designed combinations of frame & garlands
 

3. Select your colors
Select up to 4 colors from our color chart.

 
4. Schedule your installation

Let us know date & time of your event
 

5. Sign Contract & Pay invoice
 

6. Let us create an amazing atmosphere for your event!

How to order Garland Displays 
(with frames)



Hexagon Frame
1.5 Nuggets

$225.00

Round Frame
1 Nugget
$175.00

Square Frame
2 Nuggets
$300.00

Rectangle Frames
1 Nugget
$225.00

Circle Frame
2 Nuggets
$300.00

Triangle Frame
1 Nugget
$175.00

Triangle Frame
1.5 Nugget

$225.00

Example Frames & Garland Configurations
Prices are for standard colors, including frame rental.  Does not include tax or delivery.


